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Introduction 

We are in the most dire times ever, which I believe is the beginning of the end of 
humanity, as I, my parents, grandparents and generations of the past have experienced 
family life. Before this pandemic began, back on November 26, 2019, I wrote a blog 
called, ‘The end times are here, I would have never said this two years ago.’ I had already 
sensed that something very bad was coming. And this has to do with intuition, knowing 
what has been taking place in the world through my research by reviewing the News 
from the corporate mainstream media (MSM), and books and videos by knowledgeable 
people and cross examining information looking for answers.  

Back on March 13, 2020, I wrote a blog called Worldwide lock down means mandatory 
vaccination’ about a month before they began speaking about mandatory vaccination. 
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Around April 8, 2020 I began hearing more about mandatory vaccination on the 
corporate owned mainstream media (MSM) and I followed up with a blog on April 8, 
2020. At first we heard that a vaccination will take years, and now we’re hearing that it 
will take a year or even under a year. 

There are many reports that says that vaccine causes autism, dementia and other illnesses. 
There are talks about the use of vaccines for sterilizing and reducing the world’s 
population. Will vaccine be used to change a person’s sexual orientation? Anything can 
be placed in a vaccination. 

Recently, mandatory vaccine have become the headlines across the entire world, while 
we didn’t hear much about terrorism for the past few months, which the world is often 
bombarded with. Many have concerns and questions about the vaccines. For years, I 
have seen people lining up at work for the flu shots even when we are told that there are 
new strains of the flu and they do not have the vaccine for the new strain. I have seen 
people getting sick even after taking the flu shots. Some doctors say that the vaccine does 
not work and you not to take it. I am not against vaccine, but I’m against causing harm to 
a person through vaccination that can be avoided through other safe forms of medicine. 
I’m also not against medication, but I’m against causing harm and complications 
through drugs when there are other ways to resolve the problems without causing harm.  
 
Some doctors continue to speak out against forced vaccination.  We know that many 
drugs have lasting side effects, and cause damages to organs and then another drug is 
used to resolved that problem, and then create other problems and the cycle continues.  
 
Many parents have contemplated the cause of autism while doctors and researchers 
have delved into this topic. Are vaccines as safe as claimed and do not cause injury 
or harm to people? 
 
“CDC Admits in federal court it does not have studies to support claim that vaccines do 
not cause autism.” 
 
“United Nations Scientist admits vaccine deaths, says better explanations needed.” 

Many doctors, scientists and politicians have claimed that covid-19 is comparable to the 
flu and the numbers for covid deaths are being inflated to justify mandatory vaccination, 
which will bring in trillions for big pharma.  

Once fear is driven into the masses, people will accept anything to stop their pain and 
suffering, but can you accept your immediate family being pulled apart and separated. 
It’s already happening. People cannot visit their loved ones in the hospitals and senior’s 
homes. How often have we heard of terrible things taking place in some seniors and some 
hospitals? How do you know terrible things are not taking place with your loved ones in 
the senior homes and hospitals during the lock down and you’re prevented from seeing 
your loved ones? 
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Mandatory vaccination is coming - There’s no escape from this 

One vaccine for all 

Many doctors do not agree that one vaccine for all works because each person body 
behaves different. How do we know it works for all? Some doctors do not believe the 
vaccine works in any way. Others do not believe that the vaccine is necessary and 
believes that if our immune system is strong that our bodies can fight these pandemics. 

There are a percentage of people who do not understand the consequences of mandatory 
vaccination. Due to all of the fear many will quickly take the vaccination without 
knowing much about it and because they are vaccinated they believe that everyone else 
should be vaccinated and because of this belief everyone will have to be vaccinated. Not 
everybody wants mercury and other substances in their bodies. 
 
A vaccine takes 15 to 20 years to develop and test, and they are bringing out a vaccine 
for the mass in within months. I am concerned that such a vaccine will be very dangerous 
for myself and for the mass resulting in more illnesses, complications and massive and 
deaths because its all being rushed by many companies and teams.  

The whole world’s population placed under house arrest 

Have you ever been arrested or placed under house arrest. I know of some people, so I 
understand what house arrest is. But for many this lock down is even worse that being 
placed under house arrest. Most of the whole world were placed on lock down and people 
were sent home and were forced to apply for subsidy and unemployment. I have never 
been arrested before, but I can say that I was arrested due to this lockdown, and I will 
have to say that the police officers across the world were also arrested because after 
essential duties everyone has to follow the lockdown rules including police officers 
during off hours.  

With the lock down, first the world was told it was for two weeks and then a month, and 
then months, and all we are hearing now is the vaccine is coming and you cannot escape 
it. Now, as cities are being opened up slowly, we are told that in some places that the 
death rate is increasing and a second wave of the virus will occur. How do they know 
that? What if that strain has disappeared? Some of the other viruses have completely 
disappeared. What if it’s a different covid strain?  

This pandemic is all about bringing in mandatory vaccination for the entire world’s 
population, along with RF-chip ID and a cashless society 
 
When this pandemic started we didn’t hear anything about mandatory vaccination, but 
today we are hearing about mandatory vaccination every single day. But we know this 
also means humanity will be chipped and a cashless society is on its way. This is the 
‘New World: Order out of chaos’ taking place right in front of our very eyes with 
hundreds of new laws being implemented while the mass lives in fear and are taken up 
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with many more new technologies to keep them occupied, instead of the mass searching 
for answers. Now only are all of our crops genetically modified, but it will soon be too 
late when humans are genetically modified. It’s all coming! Vaccines can be used to 
modify our DNA and to sterilize populations across the entire world. 
 
 
Celebrities and politicians are not dying from covid-19, but everyone else is? 
There’s covid, and I personally don’t know of anyone in the city I live in that has it or 
that died from it. I do have a cousin in Queens, New York that was diagnosed with it. 
 
Many celebrities and politicians have covid-19, most or all of them are recovering, but it 
seems like everyone else (non-celebrities) are dying from covid-19. Maybe celebrities and 
politicians are immune to covid. 
 
Everyone I spoke to do not personally know anybody that died from covid although they 
may have heard of someone. Many doctors are saying that they are being told to put 
covid as the death even if covid did not cause the deaths. A doctor said that suddenly 
there’s covid and there are no more heart attacks and strokes, but only covid deaths. I 
rarely hear of people having the flu now. Are people still dying from the flus or did covid 
also cured all of that? By having all of these deaths under covid-19 which brings nothing 
but fear, the order out of this chaos is to be vaccinated.  
 
 

If a person is healthy then why is a vaccine needed? We have a choice when we eat 
and what we put into our bodies. Each person should have full control of their bodies, not 
the corporate pharmaceutical and other corporations. Our bodies should not become 
profits for big business. Many doctors are saying that the human body is meant to handle 
these pandemics. If we chose to eat badly then chances are we will die quicker.  

Will we be reprogrammed with the RNA vaccines? If you are healthy then why do you 
need a vaccine…it’s proven over and over that new strains of viruses come out and many 
people have the immune system to handle it along with other infections as the virus run 
its course. 
 
 
 

Section 1 - Bill Gates on vaccination 

 
Did Bill Gates ‘Admit’ Vaccinations Are Designed So Governments Can ‘Depopulate’ 
the World? 
The computer magnate believes that vaccines can be used to reduce childhood mortality 
and ultimately reduce population growth through associated social changes, not as an 
agent of death. (Alex Kasprak, published 10 March 2017) 
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The damming moment, according to Your News Wire was the following statement from 
Gates: “First, we’ve got population. The world today has 6.8 billion people. That’s 
headed up to about nine billion. Now, if we do a really great job on new vaccines, health 
care, reproductive health services, we could lower that by, perhaps, 10 or 15 percent …” 
Source: https://www.snopes.com/fact-check/bill-gates-vaccinations-depopulation/ 
 

Depopulation 

Massive depopulation is an admitted goal of the world’s elite and many important people 
have openly called of it: 

In 1988, Britain’s Prince Philip expressed the wish that, should he be reincarnated, he 
would be “a deadly virus” that would reduce world population. More recently, Bill Gates 
said “The world today has 6.8 billion people … that’s headed up to about 9 billion. Now 
if we do a really great job on NEW VACCINES, health care, reproductive health 
services, we could lower that by perhaps 10 or 15 percent.” Along with tax-deductible of 
enormous amounts of money to help the depopulation cause, “secret meetings” of the 
world’s elite have been taking place to discuss those issues: 

Source: The Vigilant Citizen 2018 Volume 4: Sinister Sites 

 

The Atlanta, Georgia guide stones says: population 500 million. Does that mean that the 
goal is to reduce the world’s population to 500 million? Many believes that’s what it 
means. 

 

Section 2 - In 2017, Anthony Fauci predicted a ‘surprise’ pandemic 

In 2017 Anthony Fauci made a statement in Georgetown University:  We are now a few 
days away from a new administration. There is no question that there will be challenge, 
the coming administration in the arena of infectious diseases, but also there will be a 
surprise outbreak. 
Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3nJLzZv30l0 
 
Donald Trump was the President of the United States that took office in January 2017. 
During the 2020 pandemic, Trump used the word ‘hoax’ referring to the 2020 covid-19 
pandemic or the virus itself. Donald Trump’s statement: Now the Democrats are 
politicizing the coronavirus…and this is their (democrats) new hoax 
 
This pandemic took place during the Trump administration. How did Anthony Fauci 
know in 2017 that there will be a pandemic? You would think that if someone knows that 
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an event will happen in the near future and there are references to Bill Gates statements 
on vaccination and depopulating the world that one would think that if they can predict 
all of this that they can also predict what’s planned for humanity and the future. And it’s 
not good! During this 2020 pandemic, many are becoming suspicious that something 
very bad is being planned for humanity and mandatory vaccination, the chip implant, 
artificial intelligence and the 5G roll out will all be a big part of this. 
 
A second wave is coming 
 
Anthony Fauci is also saying that there will be a second wave because people are not 
following the isolation and quarantine rules. What’s ironic is Fauci came down with 
covid-19 and should have been in isolation. But a few days later, Fauci was in a face 
mask attending a meeting with Donald Trump. Most people are isolating when they are 
told to. Why didn’t Anthony Fauci? How does he know that a second wave will take 
place? How does he know that this strain of covid-19 will be around and wouldn’t just 
disappear? There are reports that there’s a patent on this covid virus? Some are asking, 
how can a virus be patented if it’s natural in Nature? 
 
Along with Anthony Fauci, three members the CDC members also came down with 
covid. Shouldn’t they have set an example and practice what they preach, to avoid covid? 
If they are not practicing what they are preaching then how can you trust what they are 
saying? Fauci is telling the whole world to mask up and he didn’t and then he ended up 
with covid-19, and then he broke the quarantine rules? Once a person has covid-19 they 
are supposed to be in quarantine. Why isn’t Fauci practicing what he is preaching to the 
world? Cuomo had to do his work from home while under quarantine, therefore Fauci 
could have done the same and attend the meeting through zoom or another set up from 
home. But then he might get the zoom bomb from. The masses are being told to do one 
thing, and the ones that are preaching to the masses are not practicing what they are 
preaching.  Typical world we live in, isn’t it. They are not setting an example. Isn’t that 
hypocritical. If I cannot trust Anthony Facui and Bill Gates, then how can I trust anything 
that comes out of their mouths? And this is why I continue to research searching for the 
truths. Do you believe they will produce a safe vaccine that works in a few mouths? I 
doubt it. Are any vaccines safe? Will Gates and Fauci take the same vaccines the masses 
will be forced to take, or will they have a sugar water vaccine or something else? 
 
 
Fauci, WHO records 
On Fox News, May 4, 2020 or around that date, there was a headline: Judicial Watch 
files lawsuit seeking Dr. Fauci, WHO records.  
Ref: FOX; https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sVdIlkjA3mY; Judicial Watch files 
lawsuit seeking Dr. Fauci, WHO records. 
 
Section 3 - House Resolution (H.R) 6666 is known as the trace act that can separate 
you and your immediate family 
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This is a excerpt from Dr. Rashid Buttar’s video: House Resolution 6666 introduced 
into the US congress on May 1 

House Resolution 6666 is for Covid-19 testing. Reaching and contacting everyone Act. 

Trace X stands for testing, reaching and contracting everyone. They are going to roll this 
out from a testing stand point in Ventura County, California…basically this act is to 
allow individuals to come into your house, and if you’ve got a cough, or somebody in 
your family has a cough, or fever or anything that they determined, that shows that you 
have covid-19…they are going to use that to pull you or your loved ones away under 
pretense of public safety and put you into quarantine…they are using this as an attempt to 
further divide us as individuals…they divided us from our friends, from our social 
circles. NOW THEY ARE DIVIDING US FROM OUR OWN FAMILY UNITS.    
Reference: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dah75JCDZ80; [URGENT] You Guys 
Got To Let Everybody Know (Dr Rashid Buttar & David Icke) 

On May 1, 2020, the Resolution (H.R) 6666 for covid-19 testing was introduced into the 
US congress. This is known as Trace x, for testing, reaching and contacting everyone 
Act. From what I heard, this Act gives individuals permission to enter your home to test 
you. If you have any signs related to their definition of covid-19, you can be taken out of 
your homes and sent for quarantine. This will divide your own immediate families. If you 
have symptoms and you are at home, then shouldn’t everyone at home just stay at home 
and quarantine, since if you have covid it’s not always detected? Why does this system 
want to split up the family? Are family unit not important in the New World Order? Why 
do they want to split up families? You are already not allowed to visit your loved ones in 
the hospital and senior homes, and told to keep your distance from your friends. Who 
knows where you will be sent to be quarantine? Who knows if you will ever see your 
family members again?  

Protests around the world 

Around the world, many protests are being carried out. This reminds me of the protest 
against the Iraq invasion, where there were marches around the world as the United 
States were going after an invisible enemy. Even with all of the protesting, the invasion 
of Iraq took place and that led to many invasions around the world, destabilizing 
countries and taking over those countries economies. That invisible enemy did not exist.  

Many refers to covid-19 as the invisible enemy. 
Andrew Cuomo called it the beast 
 

Slogans paints the scene: 
‘Mark of the Beast (Vaccine, chip) 

Fear is the virus.’ 
 
H.R 6666 and hundreds of new laws are being implemented that will change this world 
forever. A family unit is important. Having parents are important. Husband and wife are 
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important to their family unit. Not only is humanity coming to an end where families will 
be severed, but powerful countries like America and Britain are coming to an end. The 
America we knew for the past 50 years is done. It’s never coming back. The American 
Empire is over. 
 
Based on everything that’s taking place, my intuition tells me that this pandemic will 
continue into 2022 as hundreds of new laws are implemented wiping out the present laws 
to bring in the New World Order, which is currently being implemented. And we keep 
hearing that these rules are the NEW NORMAL. 
 
 
Section 4 - Statistics on cause of deaths every year 
Presently there’s a global population of approximately 7.7 billion, where there massive 
deaths every single year. Below are some recent statistics of deaths in a year. 
 
Cardiovascular - 16 million 
Diarrhea - 1,600,000 
Car accidents - 1,200,000 (Over 3,000 ppl die everyday from car accidents) 
Suicide - 800,000 
Covid-19 - 100,000 --- shut down global economy - the one we all have to be afraid of… 
Reference: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9qEDJQq5KWg 
 
 
Section 5 - Will vaccines be used to change our DNA and humanity? 

I read a comment on YouTube that says: It’s amazing to me that people don’t realize that 
they are trying to reprogram us, the essence of our humanity, with vaccines and 
implanted technology.  

Our genetics are passed down through our DNA. In the past I’ve heard a host known as 
Mag on his You Tube channel saying that they can change our DNA, but I wasn’t sure 
how that’s possible if our genetics are passed down from generation to generation. But 
now I’m beginning to believe that our DNA can be tampered with, but my question is can 
that change the human species and redesign human beings to be fashioned the way a 
group of people would like us to be. Can boys start growing breasts and females start 
having male features? Our crops have already been redesigned and now all we have aer 
genetic modified crops (GMO), which is not the same as our natural crops. Are they 
planning to change humanity by introducing all kinds of chemicals in our vaccines, in our 
air, water and crops? Can this be done to humans?  

 
Definitions to review 
 
DNA: DNA contains the instructions needed for an organism to develop, survive and 
reproduce. To carry out these functions, DNA sequences must be converted into 
messages that can be used to produce proteins, which are the complex molecules that do 
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most of the work in our bodies. (Source: Nov 13, 2019 wikipedia) 
 
What does DNA do? 
Source: https://www.yourgenome.org/facts/what-does-dna-do 
The DNA code contains instructions needed to make the proteins and molecules essential 
for our growth, development and health. 
  DNA? provides instructions for making proteins? (as explained by the central 

dogma?). 
  The sequence of the bases?, A, C, G and T, in DNA determines our unique 

genetic code and provides the instructions for producing molecules in the body. 
 
RNA:  
Source: https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK21603/ 
Ribonucleic acid (RNA) is a polymeric molecule essential in various biological roles in 
coding, decoding, regulation and expression of genes. RNA and DNA are nucleic acids, 
and, along with lipids, proteins and carbohydrates, constitute the four major 
macromolecules essential for all known forms of life. 
1. Messenger RNA (mRNA) carries the genetic information copied from DNA in the form of a series  
of three-base code “words,” each of which specifies a particular amino acid. 
 

During my research, I came across an article called ‘Inovio COVID-19 Vaccine Uses 
Electricity to Drive DNA Into Body Cells (1)’ by Barbara Loe Fisher and Kate Raines; 
Published April 18, 2020  

References: https://www.inovio.com/dna-medicines-technology/#explained 
https://thevaccinereaction.org/2020/04/inovio-covid-19-vaccine-uses-electricity-to-drive-
dna-into-body-cells/ 
 
The title of this article is chilling. I often think of vaccine as being in a vial and having it 
injected into the person, but is the title of the article telling us that electricity will be used 
during the vaccination to ‘drive DNA into body cells?’ Wouldn’t that change our DNA or 
can even cause damage and mutation to our DNA? Is this where 5G comes in? Below are 
some excerpts from the article. 
 

An excerpt of the article states: DNA vaccines like Inovio’s experimental COVID-19 
vaccine (INO-4800) inject a small piece of circular DNA called a plasmid that carries 
genes encoding proteins from the pathogen (in this case, COVID-19) to provoke the cells 
into producing antibodies….The key challenge for DNA/RNA vaccines is getting 
patients’ cells to accept the introduced genetic material. 

The report states: The U.S. biotech firm has already produced enough of the vaccine to 
support Phase 1 (immune system reactivity and safety) and Phase 2 (efficacy) testing and 
plans to have one million doses ready for distribution by the end of 2020. 
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An excerpt of the article states: If companies get an “emergency use” authorization from 
the Food and Drug Administration (FDA), Inovio’s DNA vaccine could be among those 
vaccines ready by the fall of 2020 to be distributed to health care workers and other 
groups considered to be at “high risk” for COVID-19 infections or complications. 
 
The report states: The experimental vaccine requires a special device that uses electricity 
to drive DNA into cells of the body. 
 
I’ve heard that the 5G is very powerful and I’m wondering if the 5G itself through the air 
will carry out the function of the electricity. Many spoke about the danger of when the 
smart gas meters were being implemented while the masses were asleep and texting and 
have no idea that their mechanical gas meters were being changed over to smart meters 
which may have spy cameras in them which is most likely spying and reporting on what 
people are doing in their backyards and in their neighborhood.  
 

Section 6 - Comparing Flu to Covid-19, and a glance at the vaccine 

Around April 22, 2020, reports from two Californian doctors: Dr. Dan Erickson and Dr. 
Artin Massihi, owners of Accelerated Urgent Care in Bakersfield, California, had 
reviewed California, New York and Spain death rates from covid-19, and says the deaths 
from covid and the flu are very similar and that the country should not be on lockdown 
and that it’s safe for the country to reopen. They had carried out 5,000 tests.  (Their You 
Tube video was removed around April 27, 2020 right after I sent our a link to the video. 
The video has over 5 million views within days. I immediately did a search and found the 
link to the video on a website and placed the link in one of my blogs) 

Dr. Massihi says that a lot of the data they were originally given were theoretical because 
the coronavirus is a new virus. He stated that they had studied coronavirus since the 70s 
and that every year when there’s a Flu that the Flu is a new flu virus. He said that 
“…anytime there’s something new in the medical community it sparks fear. He sais that 
they are actually seeing the patients and that Dr. Fauci haven’t seen a patient for 20 years. 
He said that “a lot of the figure heads are not seeing patients, he’s in an ivory 
tower…academics and reality are two different things.” He says our immune system have 
weakened from this lock down, which will cause a lot of illnesses when we reopen.      

The had done a comparison with covid-19 to to flu, asking if this is a significant different 
from influenza A and B...” 

Dr. Ericson says “it’s similar to the flu…If you study the numbers in 2017 and 2018, we 
had 50 to 60 million with the flu…we have a similar death rate…we always have about 
37 to 60 thousands deaths in the United States every single year…no pandemic talk, no 
shelter in place, no shutting down of businesses, no sending doctors home…we have a flu 
vaccine, how many people even get the flu vaccine…the flu is dangerous, it kills 
people…we have a vaccine…I would say that 50 % of the public doesn’t even want 
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it…just because you have a vaccine, unless you force it on the public doesn’t meant they 
are going to take it.” 

Dr. Erickson provides this information: “0.13 % chance of deaths from the Flu in the 
United States…the number from covid is 0.02…the lethality of covid-19 is much 
less…you got hotbeds of it in New York...I went over the numbers…it’s similar to Flu…I 
am following the science…this data is generated by the CDC, World Health Organization 
(WHO)…the testing is generated by what we have done here…so we are following the 
science…” 

We know the deaths numbers in America continues to ramp up and will surpass the 
number mentioned above, yet in many countries covid-19 is not spreading the way it is in 
America. You would think that since China has over 1 billion people and that the large 
cities are so crowded that they would outnumber America, but America is ahead by miles 
and miles. But then suddenly in June places like India and Brazil’s numbers began to 
increase tremendously. 

Referring to the lockdown, loss of job and isolation, Erickson says, “If you are going to 
dance on someone’s constitutional rights you better have a good reason, you better have a 
good scientific reason and not just theory.” 

House Arrest and child abuse due to the lock down 

This lockdown has created a lot of domestic problems such as child abuse and battery. 
According to Dr. Erickson, he says, “Child molestation is increasing at a severe 
rate…children who are molested due to angry family members who are intoxicated, who 
are home, who have no pay check…these things last a life time, this is not about a 
seasonal flu…spousal abuse…black eyes and cuts on their faces…these are things that 
will affect them for a life time, not for a season…alcoholism, anxiety 
depressions…suicide is spiking, education has dropped off, economic collapse, medical 
industry-we’re all suffering because our staff isn’t here and we have no volume…these 
are real things I’m seeing everyday…I’m seeing it in my clinics…these things are spiking 
in our communities…” 

Erickson says, “Our ICU’s are empty” They are shutting down floors…People with heart 
disease and cancer are not going to the hospital because they are scared. The focus is on 
covid… you quarantine the sick, not the healthy.  

Inflated covid death numbers 
Concerning the lockdown and isolation, you go to the stores there’s touching everywhere, 
and you take that home. You’re pushing carts that were touched by hundreds of people. 
So are you really protecting yourself or are you just eluding yourself? Even people that 
have on masks and gloves are touch fruits, vegetables and can items, and so are everyone 
else, and they may have picked up a can of sardines that was touched by someone that 
have covid, they take it home and transmit it to their families. So how safe is the mask 
and gloves?  
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Dr. Ericson says, “You think you are protected but you have fermites coming from Home 
Depo and  Lowes and it’s okay for us to be mingling in those situations but we have to 
not go to work…it’s okay for us to go to Costco but not to church…do you see a lack of 
consistency…from a microbiology stance that doesn’t make any sense…if you are going 
to isolate people, you just shut all these down…because that’s how the fermites are being 
transferred….when you wear gloves that transfers disease everywhere, those gloves have 
bacterial all over them…the masks you are wearing for it, you touch the outside of it and 
then touch your mouth…this doesn’t make any sense…we are not wearing masks 
because we understand microbiology…Doctors are saying that “when I’m writing up my 
death report, I’m being pressured to add covid, why is that? …to maybe increase Covid 
and make it look worse than it is…I think so…” He’s hearing this from Physicians from 
everywhere where doctors are saying, “we don’t think that covid have anything to do 
with the actual death, but are being pressured to add covid. For example they may 
have had covid, but it’s 25 years of tobacco use that killed them.”  

Source. Dr. Erickson covid-19 Briefing. This video was taken down by youtube as it hits 
over 5 million views in days, but I found the video at this link: 
https://newsradiowrva.radio.com/blogs/jeff-katz/frontline-doctors-who-gave-5000-covid-
19-tests-say-reopen 

Frontline Doctors: Wuhan Coronavirus Is Just Like The Seasonal Flu by Jeff Katz, April 
27, 2020. At this link, the videos are found 

Section 7  - Military force for very rapid mandatory vaccination by the end of 2020 
TRUMP: we’re mobilizing our military on the basis that we do have a vaccine - it’s a 
massive job to give this vaccine, our military is now being mobilized so at the end of the 
year we’ll be able to give it to a lot of people VERY RAPIDLY 
 
In 2017, there were talks about bringing the United Nations (UN) into Chicago to assist 
in stopping the crimes. It was reported, and as seen on YouTube videos, many UN 
vehicles were being transported to Maryland in the US on trains and a yard filmed with 
UN vehicles.  
 
 
Early in the pandemic there’s been protests and riots in Italy, Turkey, Michigan, 
California, Australia and other places.  
 
Later, the George Floyd death triggered off protests and riots across the world. 
 
Section 8 - Stay out of their way, and signs and symbols runs the world 
 
This morning on June 24, 2020, I published The New World: Order Out of Chaos (Part 
III) The Battle To Control Humanity’s Bloodstream 
This series of articles are all related. As I sat at the café and on SNW a card game is on 
and I would glance at the TV while I having m coffee and editing this report and another 
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one, a man making the illuminati pyramid with his fingers on both hands to form a 
pyramid, and I think it came on with an orange background or it could have had a red 
background. The only color that have the numerology of 33 is orange, and Police also 
have the numerology of 33. Who do they work for? Certainly not 100% for the people. 
I’ve seen this person once before, same place, same illuminati pyramid formed with his 
fingers and probably the same AD which I don’t know anything about, since I was not 
paying attention to the AD. The only thing that caught my attention was the man’s hand 
forming what’s called the illuminati pyramid.  And on June 24, 2020 at around 3:45pm 
Now a chart shows, I think with an orange color and with a few points. From what I 
quickly read one of the points were: 

 
STAY OUT OF THEIR WAY 
 
Of course those words triggered off something:  

An excerpt from the earlier report named above is…..He understands how much the 
Kennedy’s are loved by the Americans, but he says, “...so all of you mothers who wants 
to bow down to Robert Kennedy, go and do it, BUT GET OUT OF OUR WAY!..." He 
makes it clear that “This guy knows no science, he comes from an elitist family, his entire 
FAMILY HIS PRO VACCINE..." 

The only thing I can say is Shiva is making waves in America and around the world 
because he’s standing up and explaining what’s actually taking place in this world, so yes 
all I can say is ‘Stay out of their way’ because this brilliant scientist is running for U.S 
senate and have a lot of supporters, so ‘Stay Out Of Their Way’ because they are going to 
teach you lessons on the covid-19 pandemic, the problems with forced vaccination, and 
they will continue to chant TRUH, FREEDOM AND HEALTH. I BELIEVE IN THIS, 
TRUTH, FREEDOM AND HEALTH, AND SHIVA FOR U.S SENATE 2020.  
 
 
I have written an article on signs and symbols rules the world about 2 years ago. And 
what do you think HR6666 means except that most will identify 666 with the mark of the 
beast? Why the other 6?  
5 and 1 = 6, which is May 1 when HR 6666 came out. May is 5th month and 1 is the first 
day of the month. And 666 is June 6, 2022, where June is the 6 months, and then the 6 
day, and the year is 2022, add the 2’s and you get 6. For me this all means that this 
pandemic will only get worse and June 6, 2022 will be the new coroning, crowing. 
 
 
 
Conclusion 
I am against anything that harms people and I am against corporations running the world 
and owing our bodies and our bloodstream, as Dr. Shiva have been outspoken on the 
global corporate business taking control of our bloodstream where humongous profits 
will be made. Many doctors are against vaccination. Some doctors are also saying that 
vaccinations do not work and or that it causes harm to the person. If I have made any 
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incorrect conclusions and errors from listening to the video and not hearing words 
correctly, once they are brought to my attention I will delve into more research and make 
clarifications and corrections. 
 
 
 

Disclaimer --- This is a research paper and the writer/researcher has done his best over 
the past two months to gather information relating to the 2020 coronavirus pandemic, 
reviewing articles and videos from the Mainstream Media (MSM) and from other 
sources. Excerpts are used and thus the explanation do not go into details and may not 
provide enough information. It’s up to the readers to further their knowledge on the 
topics and excerpts the writer has provided, and thus it’s important for readers to read 
and study the references provided. While researching, many Youtube videos and channels 
are also being taken down and thus the reference links provided for this research paper 
may disappear or may not exist anymore. If there are errors, any oversight, any incorrect 
information on the writer’s part, once these issues are brought to the writer’s attention, 
the writer will investigate by reviewing the references used and make the required 
corrections and or make clarifications. 

 
 

 

 


